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he July 6th General Meeting was a round-robin event. It was
held at the Frank Brush Barn. LIW President Mike Daum
presided. There was a good attendance and much socializing.
Bob Crespolini displayed several beautiful turnings. Frank Napoli and
other woodcarvers exhibited examples of their work, including a marvelously articulated automaton.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. opened with a quick review of our successful June picnic. More than fifty people attended, plus we were visited by the Mr. Softee truck. And the rain held off! And wonder of
wonders, financially, we broke even (almost).
Mike again asked for a volunteer to work with the board on insurance
policy matters.
As all of us know, the Annual Show dates approach ever closer. More
exhibits are requested. Projects need to be submitted. It will be three
years since our last show. Certainly, all the sawdust in your workshop
produced some exciting pieces worthy of exhibiting. Even those items
that are incomplete are worthy of consideration. Please don’t bury
Mike and Bill Leonhardt at the last minute. Table and exhibit layout
planning is happening now. Transportation for larger items is available.
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Next meeting
Wednesday August 3rd 7 pm
In person at Brush Barn

Show Chair Bill Leonhardt updated us on progress and preparations to
date. The show now appears on the Reckson Center at the Museums
at Mitchel - Cradle of Aviation website (https://www.cradleofavition.org/plan_your_visit/event_calendar.html/event/2022/09/18/lo
ng-island-woodworkers-show/390015).
In closing, Mike D. mentioned a board meeting scheduled for Monday,
July 18. Particulars are available on our website. Interested members
are invited to attend.
OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES
Next General Meeting, 8/3/2022
Topic: CNC Woodworking – Corey Tighe presenting.
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 8/9/2022
Topic: Project planning presented by Norm Bald.

Topic: Corey Tighe on CNC
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Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 8/11/2022
Topic: To be determined.
Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 8/18/2022
Topic: The scroll saw group will continue with the toys for the show and installing the wheels.
Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 8/30/2022
Topic: The group will continue working on automatons, individual projects, and show and tell.
NEW MEMBERS Two new members were welcomed at the meeting. Both reside in the Northport area. Pete
Skoglund’s interests are general woodworking. Jack McManus’s background includes home improvement experience.
Jack is interested in woodcarving. Jack, meet Frank Napoli – Carver Extraordinaire. Welcome aboard, gentlemen.
DRAWING Winners of the night’s drawing included Michael Josiah, Tony Fuoco, and Bill Leonhardt. Congratulations
to all. (Editor’s note: Michael Mittleman gave the congratulations. I’m not feeling so generous, I really liked the
prizes….hmmmph).
AUGUST 2022 MEETINGS The General Meeting scheduled for August 3, 2022, will be a presentation by Corey Tighe
about CNC woodworking and start at 7 PM at the Frank Brush Barn.

Rob Crespolini displayed a
selection of lidded boxes.
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The July 12th meeting was held as usual at Harry’s Urban Hardwoods shop. The first discussion was about the “Show.” Some points included the timing of seminars, the transportation of large projects, the
garage/tool sale, and the jigs booth.
SHOW AND TELL For Show and Tell, Joe Mayday displayed a mockup of a small Bombay chest. Joe explained
that he went on the Internet and cropped a picture of half the chest. Next, he was able to get full-scale prints
through Fed Ex, but other services are available. Templates were made from full-scale patterns. Joe used
Masonite and tracing paper. He brought in a mockup of the final project. Joe explained how he fit the curved
drawer sides to the curved carcass. He follows this process to know what to expect when constructing the final
piece. Joe again shared his knowledge and what is involved in his masterpiece productions.
Daryl Rosenblatt showed a top of a box with a spiral inlay. Daryl described the process and the time it took.
DISCUSSION The topic of the evening was “card scrapers.” Questions from new members generated the theme.
Charlie Morehouse brought a few card scrapers and the tools he uses to sharpen the edges for use in scraping
wood.
First, Charlie places the scraper in a holder or vise and uses a Bastard file to get the edge dead flat. If one wishes
to make the edge even smoother, a 600-grit diamond stone with water can be used. The scraper is held on edge
for both applications.
In the second step, Charlie softens the edge with a burnisher, which is a smooth, round, hardened steel bar. He
then moves the burnisher over the edge with a back-and-forth motion, placing the scraper flat-side down on a flat
surface (e.g., MDF, plywood, etc.). Charlie uses a little oil on the edge and the burnisher.
The important part is putting a “hook” or a burr on the edge. Hanging the edge over the flat surface, Charlie
holds the burnisher almost perpendicular to the scraper edge and runs it back and forth with some pressure.
Charlie next used the sharpened scraper to illustrate how it is used and what one should see, i.e., fine curled shavings. One must sand lightly with 220 grit minimum after scraping, except for veneer. If sanding is not done, the
“scraped” surface is too smooth, and the stain or finish will not adhere to the material.
When using the scraper, Charlie advised not to bend it; it might cause a hollow in the wood being scraped. A
question was raised about the frequency of “file flattening” the edge. Charlie responded that one could do so
after using it every six or seven times.
Charlie’s sequential and concise presentation simplified setting up a card scraper. Thank you, Charlie.
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Ben and Bill talk about show prep

Joe shows us his quarter Bombay chest made of
pine he’s using to test different types of drawer
construction he’s testing before the final design.
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Joe’s example picture and test veneer/finish.

Daryl’s show and tell of a
new veneer and inlay technique he’s working on.
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Charlie showing us the anatomy of a
card scraper. (Spoiler, it’s the edge)

Charlie demonstrating what a scraper can
do on some scrap cherry.
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LISA

ANNOUNCEMENTS Steve Kelman opened the July 21st meeting at 7:00. We got right down to business since we had a
LOT to do. Ed Dillon and Steve Eckers joined us and brought axles and wheels for the projects we all made for the Toy
Shop.
Steve K. reminded everyone to sign up and make one of the Summer 2022 Scrollsaw Woodworking & Crafts issue projects. We will display these projects as a group at the show. Note: Each project must have a submission form for the
show.
SHOW AND TELL Steve K. made a beautiful handled basket from ash. He described how he made it and that the handle
was 1/8” ash that he soaked and bent to fit. The pattern can be found in the April/May 2022 issue of Woodcraft Magazine.
Steve Eckers made a lovely stained-glass version of the typical wood reindeer that graces people’s yards during the holidays. He took the full-size pattern and scaled it to a reasonable size. He cut it from wispy white stained glass with darker glass antlers and tail.
Fran

Schmid

showed

her

three

adorable,

layered

owls,

her

first

scroll

saw

projects!

We had various ornaments for the Christmas tree we will raffle off at the show.
Steve Eckers announced that he had 2 x 4s available for those needing wood to make more cars and planes for the Toy
Shop at the show.
At this point, we all got busy adding the axles and wheels to the wooden cars and planes the group made. It was a busy,
fun night, and we were rewarded by a total count of 150 cars and planes! Ed Dillon noted that we should drill 7/32” axle
holes for future toys.
We finished cleaning up and called it a night.
Fran Schmid showing her three
adorable layered owls. These are
her first scroll saw projects!
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A variety ornaments and tree toppers made to decorate the Christmas tree we will raffle off at the show.

The scrollers busily adding axels and wheels
to the cars and planes they made for the Toy
Shop at the show.
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The scrollers proudly displaying their 150+ cars and planes
made for the Toy Shop.

Steve Eckers made this stained
glass, table top version of a lawn
reindeer from wispy white and
brown glass cut on his scroll saw.
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BOB LERNER

TURNER’S GUILD

President Jim Moloney called the July 14th meeting to order shortly after 7:30 PM.
ANNOUNCEMENTS The AAW will be having an online symposium on October 15th and 16th. No price has been
published yet.
Several members attended the AAW symposium. They said it was smaller than usual and enjoyed the turning competition of Batty vs. Mahoney.
We need volunteers to turn on the three lathes at the show.
SHOW AND TELL Steve Maiele turned a very nice spalted maple vase. He burned the top and bottom edges. It is a
work in progress and still has to be hollowed out.
DRAWING Ben N. won and selected a lathe chisel.
UPCOMING DEMONSTRATIONS: TBD – Steve Fulgoni: sharpening lathe chisels.
DEMONSTRATION The demo theme was hollowing fixtures and tools. Several store-bought and homemade hollow
form turning systems were shown. Some used a laser pointer to show the cutting tool position and wall thickness.
One used a camera for that purpose. All of the systems had the common purpose of stabilizing the lathe chisel or
boring bar to allow a long reach over the tool rest. This facilitates a safer and more controllable hollowing.
Barry Saltsberg demonstrated the Jamieson system. It uses a stationary frame with a horizontal rectangular opening
that mounts to the lathe bed. The boring bar has a horizontal rectangular frame attached to it. This frame is held
captive in the bed-mounted frame allowing the boring bar to move in/out and left/right, but no rotation can occur.
The tool rest is placed at the mouth of the vessel for the boring bar to rest on.
Mike Josiah showed some Trent Bosch long reach hollowing chisels with glued-in carbide cutting inserts. They work
like a scraper, and light cuts should be taken, especially when fully extended over the tool rest. The carbide cutters
can be unglued, resharpened, and reglued.
Jim Moloney showed a Benjamins Best Ultimate hollowing set with a wide bar to prevent rotation on the tool rest.
It came with several carbide cutters to handle bottoms, sides, necks, inside tops, and more. He also showed some
Trent Bosch boring bars.
Ed Piotrowski showed a system he built. It was a captured tool rest. He made it from two pieces of bar stock spaced
apart to create a horizontal rectangular opening. The post attached to the banjo was purchased from Best Wood
Tools. The boring bar was inserted into the rectangular opening, preventing rotation and offering good control. Ed
also showed a laser pointer holder he made from the copper pipe attached to the boring bar to indicate where the
cutter was inside the work and the wall thickness.
Barry Saltsberg went on to show a John Jordan hollowing tool. He turned a handle for it. Barry said the cutting tip
aligns in such a way that it prevents rotation of the tool. He said you couldn’t go very deep with thin bar tools. A
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heavy bar equates to less vibration. He showed a Termite hollowing tool. It had a circular cutting surface for hollowing end grain. He stated that it was fragile but effective.
Jim Moloney showed a system that Ed Moloney built. It was an articulated arm made from three sections of square
steel tubing. It constrained the movement of a boring bar to an in/out and left/right motion. Some attendees tried
it out and were impressed with how smoothly it functioned. It had a Trent Bosch boring bar on the business end
with a carbide cutter angled at approximately 30 degrees. Rolf was attending the meeting on Zoom. He showed us
his system, which is made by Simple Woodturning Tools. It is a store-bought version of Jim’s. The price was $199
and up, depending on the accessories desired. Jim has an interesting system that uses a video camera and monitor
to keep track of the cutter position and wall thickness. Unfortunately, the technology was not up to performing that
evening.
The formal meeting ended, and the guys and gals continued to chat until the lights were turned off.

Steve turned and wood
burned a maple vessel.
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Barry explains the Jamison hollowing system.

Mike talks about a Trent Bosh HSS hollowing tool
with a BB weighted handle.
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Ed Piotrowski demonstrated a laser
guide for hollowing.

Ben tries an articulated arm hollowing
system built by Ed Moloney.
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BEN NAWRATH, MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN & DARYL ROSENBLATT

LOCK, STOCK & DARYL

Contributor: Mike Mittleman
Website: YouTube
Presenter/Author: Woodworking Enthusiasts - Shimpei Kimura
Links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZd24mcO5lQ&list=WL&index=1
Description: Hand tool enthusiasts of the world, UNITE! This video shows the Japanese master craftsman,
Shimpei Kimura, building a cabinet entirely with hand tools. Simply stated, Sensei Kimura’s skills are simply stunning. Using chisels, saws, and planes, he creates a cabinet replete with many drawers that somehow are all joined
squarely and fit perfectly. In candor, it would take me days of futzing and adjusting to approach the precision on
display. Watch and be amazed.
Contributor: Ben Nawrath
Website: YouTube
Presenter/Author: Stavros Gakos
Link: https://youtu.be/GdloMT-TllQ
Description: Who doesn’t love a tool making video? Especially when that tool is also (mostly) made of wood.
This guys has LOTS of videos online making all kinds of different planes. I highly recommend you sift through
his offerings for others. No talking, simple but effective camera work, and an amazing result. He shows us how he
lays out the angle of the iron and wedge, and you see a few of his specialty tools in the process. Quite amazing
what he can accomplish without even more, honestly. It’s not short, but I bet you’ll find yourself spending more
time than you had planned to watching his stuff!
Contributor: Daryl Rosenblatt
Website: Connecticut Valley School of Woodworking
Presenter/Author: Bob van Dyke
Link: https://www.schoolofwoodworking.com/
Description: There is no real instruction here, but it is a key to great classes. I’ve been to some great woodworking schools around the country; this is the closest and among the best. Many of you may recognize Bob van Dyke
as a contributing editor of Fine Woodworking, but I still remember the first class I ever took there (a hand plane
weekend class with Gabe Jaen taught by Garrett Hack, probably 25 years ago). I was last there in October 2021,
for a week long carving class taught by Mary May. It’s a great facility behind our closest Woodcraft (sort of tied
with Allentown, PA for that honor) and you get a discount on some merchandise when you are in class. It’s close
enough if you really want to drive home every day (well, maybe YOU, I don’t like driving 100 miles in traffic each
way), and the school has two great bench rooms with lots of power tools, as well as hand tools if you don’t have
or don’t want to bring your own. Bob also had a booth at one of our Hofstra shows, so he’s also shown support
for us. He’s a good guy and if you take one if his own classes, you are lucky, because he’s also a great teacher. And
for the icing on the cake, there is a Frank Pepe’s Pizza in Manchester, CT (order the clam pizza…trust me on that
one).
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MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

The Dog Days of Summer are Upon Us!
Michael R. Mittleman
How to play: Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column, and 3 x 3 box contains all
digits from 1 to 9.
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Solution to July
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